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ABSTRACT

A number of neurological illnesses including temporal lobe epilepsy have been shown to result in deficits of confrontation naming or anomia. The Boston Naming Test (BNT) and the Visual Naming Test (VNT) are both standardized measures of naming ability. Serving as a neurologically intact group, thirty adult volunteers from the Windsor area were administered the BNT, VNT and the Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT) on two occasions separated by a two month interval. Temporal stability of these measures was demonstrated by the high correlation between test re-test scores for the BNT, VNT and COWAT, respectively. Excellent intertest agreement of the BNT and VNT was shown by the high correlation of scores between the two tests. The BNT was administered as part of a Neuropsychological examination at the London Health Sciences Center-University Campus in London Ontario. Thirty-three and forty subjects with left temporal lobe epilepsy (L-TLE) and right temporal lobe epilepsy (R-TLE), respectively were administered the BNT. The L-TLE group performed significantly worse on the BNT compared to the normal and the R-TLE. The R-TLE group scored significantly lower on the BNT than the normal group. Implications for importance of the left inferior temporal lobe in relation to naming ability are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The everyday conversation of someone suffering anomia (word-finding difficulty) is circumlocutive and marked by an excessive use of phrases such as "that thing" for information bearing nouns and "do" in place of more descriptive action words. Another distinguishing feature is the overabundance of interjections such as "er...ah..."
which buy time for word-finding, but interrupt the normal flow of speech (Kirk, 1992). Word-finding is considered the most vulnerable of language functions and hence often serves as a general indicator of left hemisphere dysfunction. One of the most common tests for anomic disturbances is the Boston Naming Test (BNT) of which there are several versions. Another similar, although less widely used test is the Visual Naming Test (VNT) from the Multilingual Aphasia Examination (MAE).

The BNT

The BNT is a measure of confrontation naming (verbally identifying a visually presented stimulus). Three versions of the BNT are currently in popular use. The original version was developed by Borod, Goodglass and Kaplan (1980), consists of 85 items and has subsequently come to be referred to as the 85 item experimental version of the BNT. The most widely used version of the BNT is the 60 item published version which was derived from the 85 item
version. Kaplan, Goodglass and Weintraub (1983) utilized 60 of the original 85 drawings and arranged them in a different order to devise this 60 item test. Finally, Huff, Collins, Corkin and Rosen (1986) further modified the BNT by creating two equivalent forms known as the 42 item BNT. This third test was presented as a more time efficient version which accommodates test-re-test situations. The three versions correlate with one another with r values ranging between 0.92 and 0.96 which is significant at the .001 level (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). Hence, the three versions are essentially equivalent with regard to test results.

The most widely used version of the BNT relies on normative data derived from small, poorly stratified groups of subjects. Although there is little doubt that the BNT does indeed measure word-finding ability, recent research has demonstrated that BNT scores are significantly influenced by an individual’s breadth of vocabulary, reading ability, general intelligence, education, and race. On the other hand, the BNT has been shown to adequately distinguish left hemisphere damage from right hemisphere damage, and can be qualitatively examined to further localize a lesion site.

The present study deals primarily with the 60 item BNT since this is the most widely used version among clinicians, and indeed of all available confrontation naming tests (Butler, Retzlaff & Vanderploeg, 1991). For the sake of convenience, the 60 item test will be herein referred to as
the BNT (See Appendix A for a discussion on administration of the BNT).

Performance Correlates of the BNT

Many different factors have been examined to determine their influence on BNT performance. One of the most comprehensive studies was conducted by Thompson and Heaton (1989) who correlated numerous variables with scores on the BNT (See Appendix B). According to this study, the measure which showed the greatest positive correlation with BNT performance was the WAIS-R Vocabulary score. Hence, an individual's vocabulary appears to significantly influence his/her score on the BNT. Following this, Verbal IQ (VIQ), is the next most highly correlated with BNT scores. Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) correlated with BNT performance to an almost identical degree to that of VIQ. This would suggest that an individual's overall level of intellectual functioning, and not solely his/her breadth of vocabulary, is a significant contributor to BNT performance (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). BNT performance is also correlated with an individual's Performance IQ (PIQ) at the .001 level of significance.

Other studies have demonstrated the relationship between vocabulary and the BNT. Hawkins et al. (1993) examined performance on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Vocabulary test (G-MRVT) and found a positive correlation between the G-MRVT and the BNT ($r = .81$, $p < .001$). This finding is not surprising given the relationship between reading ability and vocabulary.
BNT scores are reported to negatively correlate with Average Impairment Rating (AIR) and performance on the Aphasia screening test (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). This is consistent with the use of the BNT as a general indicator of neuropsychological impairment.

Years of education was positively correlated with BNT scores ($p < .001$) among the Thompson and Heaton (1989) sample and the Hawkins et al. (1993) sample. Hawkins et al. attributes this relationship to the more unusual items such as a 'trellis' and 'abacus'. Since education is also related to vocabulary, it is likely that both of these variables contribute to the positive correlation between education and the BNT.

Several studies on normal populations have shown no relationship between age and BNT performance (Thompson & Heaton, 1989; Hawkins et al., 1994). Studies using elderly subjects have indicated that BNT performance declines after the age of 80 years, but is unaffected by age prior to the eighth decade (Lichenberg et al., 1994; VanGorp et al., 1986).

Finally, BNT scores do not appear to be affected by clinical depression even though this condition has been shown to negatively influence performance on the WAIS-R (Hawkins et al., 1993). Overall, the above studies demonstrate that BNT scores may not only reflect confrontation naming ability, but are also influenced by vocabulary, reading ability, intellectual functioning, and
education. This raises the possibility that use of the BNT may result in misdiagnosis (false-positives) of confrontational naming deficits in individuals with poor vocabulary/reading abilities, less education and lower levels of intellectual functioning.

**Right-Left Differences in BNT Performance**

Word retrieval is considered the aspect of language functioning most vulnerable to neurological insult. By virtue of the BNT's ability to detect even mild word-retrieval problems, the BNT is considered a sensitive measure of language dysfunction. Following from this, since language occupies considerable functional space within the left hemisphere, the BNT is also often considered a general indicator of left hemisphere damage. This concept is considered valid for adults (Howell, Saling, Bradley, & Berkovic, 1994; Hermann, Seidenberg, Haltiner & Wyler, 1992). However, in the case of children, BNT scores have been shown to be affected by right hemisphere as well as left hemisphere damage (Kirk, 1992).

Several studies have shown BNT scores to be unaffected by chronic right hemisphere dysfunction or right hemisphere insult after the initial acute phase. The majority of these studies have examined BNT performance in individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Representative of these studies are Howell et al. (1994) and Hermann et al. (1992) who found significantly lower scores on the BNT among subjects with left temporal lobe epilepsy compared both to
subjects with right temporal lobe epilepsy and normal subjects. The latter two groups displayed no differences in performance on the BNT.

Examination of the types of errors made on the BNT may be useful in determining the type of aphasia present and possibly the location of the lesion within the left hemisphere. Subjects with Broca's aphasia produce the most negative errors (responding with an unrelated word, e.g. tiger for a picture of a bed); anomic aphasics make the most phonemic and part-whole errors (naming part of the object instead of the whole object) and are the most circumlocutitive. Wernicke's aphasics are not characterized by one particular type of error, but they rarely respond to phonemic cueing (Kohn & Goodglass, 1985). Hence, while significant impairment on the BNT is indicative of left hemisphere damage, some have suggested that a qualitative examination of the type of errors can help localize the lesion within that hemisphere (Lezak, 1995; Kohn & Goodglass, 1985).

Normative Data

"Provisional norms" accompanied the publication of the BNT in 1983 by Kaplan, Goodglass, and Weintraub. These norms were based on normal subjects at different ages, and aphasics at differing levels of severity. The "provisional norms" are based on a small number of subjects and are divided into two sets of adult norms. The first is based on 12 years or less of schooling verses more than 12 years of
schooling. The second set is based on age and is broken down into five different age groups (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub 1983). The means and standard deviations vary little across the groups. Specifically, the means for the two education groups are 55.73 and 55.77 for a non-significant difference of .02. With regard to age, the greatest difference was between the 20-29-year-olds with a mean of 55.86 and the 50-59-year-olds with a mean of 55.82 for a non-significant difference of .04 (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). These norms are generally considered inadequate because they do not include any information about variables which correlate with BNT performance, nor do they include any information about the reliability or validity of the BNT. In addition, all the normative subjects were gathered from the staff at a Boston Hospital (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). Although considered inadequate, these provisional norms are currently in widespread usage (Thompson & Heaton, 1989).

Since the publication of the BNT, several researchers have generated new sets of normative data which include children, the elderly, different ethnic populations, and neurologically impaired subjects. Indeed, a recent study by Yeates (1994) compared different published norms for children and found that the differences between the five available sets of norms reached significance (p<.05) at five of the eight age levels. Yeates suggests that the differences are due to variations in the ethnic and
geographic composition of the different samples. Based on visual inspection, Yeates suggests that this may also be the case for the available adult norms, although no such study of the adult norms has been conducted to date.

The "provisional norms" also included limited norms for children based on a restricted age range including only children from ages 5- to 10-years-old. The most extensive children's norms to date were published by Kirk (1992) who tested 424 children (236 boys and 188 girls; ages 5-13 years). At the other end of the spectrum, normative data on the BNT for the elderly was extremely limited prior to the publication of a study by Lichtenberg, Ross, and Christensen (1994). These researchers normed the BNT on 57 physically ill or injured subjects who were consecutively referred to a rehabilitation institute.

Overall, review of the available norms for the BNT highlights the need for better stratified samples which include studies of the reliability and validity of the BNT. In the interim, as with most neuropsychological tests, collaborative evidence (from observation or other measures) should be present before concluding that a patient is suffering dysnomia.

The VNT

The VNT is one of eleven subtests of the MAE. The MAE was designed to detect the presence of an aphasic disorder and to assess the severity and qualitative aspects of the disorder. In accomplishing this task, the subtest of the
MAE address: (1) oral expression, (2) oral verbal understanding, (3) reading comprehension, and (4) three different forms of spelling. The VNT is considered part of the first category as it evaluates one aspect of oral expression - confrontation naming. The stated purpose of the test is to evaluate an individual's ability to verbally apply semantically correct labels to visually presented stimuli, separate from articulation deficits or lack of recognition (Benton & Hamsher, 1994). In this way the VNT measures only one specific linguistic capacity and not the subject's overall ability to communicate. To achieve this end, facilitation of visual recognition and allowances for speech disturbances are permissible under certain circumstances (See Appendix C).

Normative Data for the VNT

The MAE was standardized on 360 normal subjects who spoke English as their first language. Individuals with a history of brain injury, psychiatric disorder, or mental retardation were excluded from the standardization sample. The normative sample ranged in age from 16 to 65 years and was divided into cells based on age, education, and gender (Benton & Hamsher, 1994).

Like the BNT, normative performance on the VNT is correlated with years of education but does not correlate with age or sex. Hence, Benton and Hamsher (1994) provide raw score adjustments based on education. Individuals with less than 9 years of education have 8 points added to their
raw score. Those with education levels between 9 to 11 years, 12 to 13 years, and 14 to 15 years receive and extra 6, 4, and 2 points, respectively. Subjects with 16 or more years of education do not receive an adjustment to their raw score.

The relationships between VIQ and FSIQ to VNT performance were not reported by Benton and Hamsher (1994). It is known that education positively correlates with FSIQ (Kaufman 1990). Given this fact and the report that education correlates positively with VNT performance (Benton & Hamsher, 1994), than it seems reasonable to assume that FSIQ also correlates with VNT performance.

Since the third edition of the MAE was published only recently (1994) few additional studies have been conducted on alternative sample populations. This may also be due in part to the large sample used by Benton and Hamsher (1994). This is in contrast to the BNT which was originally published with only provisional norms and hence, has stimulated the publication of several studies investigating different normative samples.

Validity of the BNT and VNT

As tests of confrontation naming, the BNT and VNT are certainly face valid. However, there is little information available as to other forms of validity with regard to these tests. One recent study by Axelrod, Ricker and Cherry (1994) utilized 100 consecutive male patients referred to the neuropsychology department at the Allen Park Veterans
Affairs Medical Center. This sample was diagnostically mixed with 42 subjects comprising a psychiatric diagnostic group and 56 subjects making up a neurological diagnostic group. Both the BNT and the VNT were administered as part of a standard battery. A Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient ($r = .86$) revealed excellent intertest agreement suggesting high correspondence between the two measures for this clinical population. Presently, information about concurrent validity between the BNT and the VNT for a non-clinical population is not available.

There appear to be no studies of the content, predictive or ecological validity of the BNT or VNT. In addition, test-re-test reliability has not been examined (Spreen and Strauss, 1991). This latter shortcoming in the available data is particularly troublesome due to the use of these confrontation naming tests with temporal lobe resection candidates suffering intractable complex partial seizures. This particular patient group is typically given pre- and post-surgical neuropsychological evaluations. A post-surgical increase or decrease in naming performance is difficult to interpret without knowledge of the test re-test reliability or temporal stability of the measure.

There do not appear to be any studies of the construct validity of either the BNT or the VNT. According to Meehl (1973), a construct is the postulated attribute of the individual which a test is assumed to measure. In the case of the BNT and VNT, the postulated attribute is naming
ability or more specifically the ability to retrieve the correct name of a stimulus when the individual recognizes and understands the stimulus (Mayeux, Brandt, Rosen & Benson, 1980). At face value it would appear that both the BNT and VNT would accomplish this task since the items to be named are common objects to which most individuals have had previous exposure. However, it has been suggested that the nature of the line drawings may pose difficult perceptual demands for some subjects and could impede performance (personal communication Shore, 1996). In addition, the BNT has been shown to correlate positively with vocabulary, Full Scale IQ and years of education (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). Hence, it would appear that the BNT and perhaps the VNT do not exclusively measure one's ability to retrieve the name of an object.

Naming Ability and Complex Partial Seizure Disorder

It has been demonstrated that deficits in naming ability (dysnomia) can occur as a result of circumscribed lesions to the left temporal lobe (Crosson, Cooper, Lincoln, Bauer, & Velozo, 1993; Gainotti, Silveri, Villa, & Miceli, 1980). This dysnomia often occurs in the context of grammatically correct, fluent conversational speech and normal comprehension (Crosson, Cooper, Lincoln, Bauer, & Velozo, 1993; Gainotti, Silveri, Villa, & Miceli, 1980). Likewise, individuals with seizure foci located in the left temporal lobe exhibit an analogous deficit. Mayeux, Brandt, Rosen, and Benson (1980) administered the 85-item BNT to
adult subjects with idiopathic seizure disorder, left foci complex partial seizures (L-TLE), right foci complex partial seizures (R-TLE), and nonfocal generalized tonic-clonic seizures (GE). The L-TLE group performed significantly worse than either the R-TLE or the GE groups. No differences were found between the R-TLE and the GE group. Mayeux et al. concluded that patients with an epileptogenic lesion to the inferior left temporal lobe are at risk for significant nominal deficits resembling a word-selection anomia. Mayeux et al. suggest that the nominal deficit represents a breakdown in word selection. Hence, the deficit is one of retrieval as opposed to not understanding the stimulus, not having the stimulus word stored in one's semantic network, or deficits in word production.

Similar results were found by Howell et al. (1994) who compared the BNT performance of subjects with L-TLE and subjects with R-TLE. Again, the L-TLE group performed significantly worse than the R-TLE group. It should be noted that Howell et al. (1994) departed from the standard administration of the BNT by requiring the subjects to attempt all 60 objects instead of starting at card 30 and discontinuing after 6 consecutive failures.

Deficits in confrontation naming among L-TLE have also been demonstrated using the VNT. Hermann et al. (1992), compared the VNT scores of individuals with L-TLE to the scores of individuals with R-TLE. Comparable to the above studies using the BNT, the L-TLE group performed
significantly worse (p<0.01) on the VNT than did the R-TLE group.

Statement of Purpose and Hypotheses

As previously mentioned, test re-test correlations for both the BNT and the VNT are not available in the literature. The primary purpose of the present study was to generate test re-test correlations for the BNT and the VNT on a group of normal (neurologically intact) subjects. Secondly, while intertest correlation between the BNT and the VNT are known for a clinical population (Axelrod, Ricker & Cherry, 1994), these correlation are not available for normal samples. Hence, the present study was intended to investigate the intertest correlations between the BNT and the VNT in a normal population. Finally, several studies have compared the BNT performances of L-TLE groups to that of R-TLE groups. In most cases, the scores of the L-TLEs were found to be significantly worse than that of the R-TLEs (Crosson, Cooper, Lincoln, Bauer & Velozo, 1993; Gainotti, Silveri, Villa & Miceli, 1980; Hermann, Seidenberg, Haltiner & Wyler, 1992). However, none of these studies included a normal group. Thus, the current study compared the BNT performances of L-TLE subjects, R-TLE subjects and a normal group. The following hypotheses are made: 1) It was hypothesized that both the BNT and the VNT would have high test re-test reliability over the two month re-test interval. In other words, the mean scores on the first administration of the BNT (BNT₁) and the mean scores on the
second administration of the BNT (BNT₂) would correlate significantly with one another. Likewise, the mean scores on the first administration of the VNT (VNT₁) would correlate significantly with the mean scores on the second administration of the VNT (VNT₂).

2) It was hypothesized that the BNT and the VNT would correlate significantly with one another in a normative sample of subjects. In other words, the normal subjects' performance on the BNT₁ would not differ significantly from their performance on the VNT₁.

3) Furthermore, it was predicted that the L-TLE group would perform significantly worse on the BNT than would either the R-TLE group or the normal group. To elaborate on this statement, it was predicted that:

   a) the subjects with left temporal lobe epilepsy would perform significantly worse on the BNT₁ than would subjects with right temporal lobe epilepsy;
   b) the subjects with left temporal lobe epilepsy would perform significantly worse on the BNT₁ than would the normal normal subjects.

Finally, it was predicted that there would not be significant differences in BNT performance between the R-TLE group and the normal group. More concisely, it was predicted that:

   c) scores on the BNT₁ for the subjects with right temporal lobe epilepsy would not differ significantly from the scores obtained by the normal subjects.
CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Subjects

The normal sample was composed of 35 adult volunteers recruited from the Windsor area. Four subjects could not be re-tested due to individual time constraints. One case was discarded because of a positive psychological diagnosis which was not initially divulged. Hence, the final normal subject pool consisted of 30 adult volunteers ranging in age from 21 to 65. The subjects averaged 34 (SD = 10.5) years of age and had 14 (SD = 3.36) years of education. Eleven of the normal subjects were female while 19 were male. Subjects with a history of seizures, head injury, or psychiatric disorder were excluded from the normal group. In addition, any subject who did not speak English as his/her first language was excluded. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Thirty-three subjects with left foci complex partial seizures and 40 subjects with right foci complex partial seizures made up the L-TLE and R-TLE groups respectively. These subjects were drawn from files of patients with complex partial seizures who were referred to Psychological Services at the London Health Sciences Center-University Campus in London, Ontario. The mean age and education level of the L-TLE group was 29.82 (SD = 10.76) years old and 11.88 (SD = 2.40) years of schooling. Nineteen of the L-TLE subjects were male while 14 were female. The mean age for
subjects in the R-TLE group was 31.45 (SD = 8.38) years and the mean education was 11.65 (SD = 2.42) years. The R-TLE group was composed of 13 male and 10 female subjects.

Procedure

All normal subjects were assessed twice with testing sessions separated by an interval of 2 months. During the first session, subjects were administered the BNT (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub, 1983) and the VNT (Benton & Hamsher, 1994) in a counterbalanced order. In addition, Silverstein's (1982) Vocabulary-Block Design (V-BD) dyad was administered as a short form of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test-Revised (WAIS-R). Finally, due to the high correlation between verbal fluency and performance on the BNT (Thompson & Heaton, 1989), the Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT) (Benton & Hamsher, 1994) was also administered as a measure of verbal fluency.

After an interval of 2 months, the normal subjects were again administered the BNT, VNT and COWAT. Administration of the V-BD dyad was not repeated.

With regard to the L-TLE and R-TLE groups, all subjects were given the BNT as part of a Neuropsychological evaluation. Most L-TLE and R-TLE subjects completed a full WAIS-R while a few subjects received an abbreviated version.
CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

The normal group's raw scores on the BNT₁ (M = 54.00, SD = 4.96), BNT₂ (M = 55.20, SD = 4.93), VNT₁ (M = 54.30, SD = 6.46), and VNT₂ (M = 53.97, SD = 6.76), were converted to t-scores. Using these t-scores, Pearson Product Moment Correlations were used to compare the test re-test scores for both the BNT (BNT₁ and BNT₂) and VNT (VNT₁ and VNT₂). The correlation coefficient between BNT₁ and BNT₂ revealed a test re-test reliability of $r = .96$ ($p < .0001$). Similarly, test re-test reliability between the VNT₁ and VNT₂ revealed a correlation coefficient of $r = .91$ ($p < .0001$). In addition, Pearson Product Moment correlations were used to compare the normal group's performance on the BNT to that of the VNT. The resulting coefficient ($r = .79$, $p < .0001$) revealed substantial intertest agreement for the two naming tests.

The correlation coefficient ($r = .83$, $p < .0001$) between COWAT₁ (M = 42.93, SD = 12.40) and COWAT₂ (M = 43.5, SD = 11.73), also demonstrated acceptable test re-test reliability with this verbal fluency test. Further, Pearson Product Moment correlation between COWAT₁ and BNT₁ ($r = .70$, $p < .0001$), and COWAT₁ and VNT₁ ($r = .52$ $p < .003$) were significant. See Figure 1 for a graphic representation of test re-test scores on the BNT, the VNT and the COWAT.
Standard regression was performed with BNT<sub>1</sub> scores as the dependent variable and estimated VIQ (M = 101.33, SD = 18.14), estimated PIQ (M = 107.50, SD = 22.07), estimated FSIQ (M = 104.87, SD = 20.25), years of education, and COWAT<sub>1</sub> scores as independent variables. Analysis was performed using SPSS REGRESSION. Table 1 displays the
unstandardized regression coefficients ($B$) and the standardized regression coefficients (Beta). $R$ for the regression was significantly different from zero ($F (5, 24) = 6.15, \ p < .001$). Only COWAT$_1$ scores contributed significantly to prediction of BNT$_1$ scores. The five independent variables in combination contribute 33.36 in shared variability. Altogether, 56% (47% adjusted) of the variability in BNT$_1$ scores was predicted by knowing the scores on the five independent variables.

Table 1
Summary of Standard Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting BNT$_1$ Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWAT$_1$</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.46***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** $p < .002$

Using the derived $z$-scores, Pearson Product Moment Correlations were used to compare scores on the BNT$_1$ to years of education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ and COWAT. Table 2
displays the Pearson Product Moment Correlations of performance on the BNT<sub>1</sub> to the above variables. Years of education was significantly correlated with BNT<sub>1</sub> scores (r = .49, p < .001). BNT<sub>1</sub> scores also correlated significantly with VIQ (r = .67, p < .0001), PIQ (r = .50, p < .001), and FSIQ (r = .65, p < .0001). Finally, performance on the COWAT was significantly correlated with performance on the BNT<sub>1</sub> (r = .70, p < .0001).

Table 2
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients Between BNT<sub>1</sub>, Performance and Years of Education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and COWAT Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>.67***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>.65***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWAT</td>
<td>.70***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < .001
*** p < .0001

Standard regression was also performed using VNT<sub>1</sub> scores as the dependent variable and estimated VIQ, estimated PIQ, estimated FSIQ, years of education, and
COWAT<sub>i</sub> scores as independent variables. Analysis was performed using SPSS REGRESSION. Table 3 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients (B) and the standardized regression coefficients (Beta). R for the regression was significantly different from zero (R (5, 24) = 3.71, p < .05). The five independent variables in combination contribute 22.26 in shared variability. Altogether, 44% (32% adjusted) of the variability in VNT<sub>i</sub> scores was predicted by knowing the scores on the five independent variables.

Table 3

Summary of Standard Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting VNT<sub>i</sub> Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWAT&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the derived t-scores, Pearson Product Moment Correlations were used to compare scores on the VNT<sub>i</sub> to years of education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ and COWAT. Table 4
displays the Pearson Product Moment Correlations of performance on the VNT\textsubscript{1} to the above variables. Years of education was significantly correlated with VNT\textsubscript{1} scores (r = .43, \( p < .001 \)). VNT\textsubscript{1} scores also correlated significantly with VIQ (r = .60, \( p < .0001 \)), PIQ (r = .57, \( p < .0059 \)), and FSIQ (r = .65, \( p < .0001 \)). Finally, performance on the COWAT was significantly correlated with performance on the VNT\textsubscript{1} (r = .52, \( p < .001 \)).

Table 4

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients Between VNT\textsubscript{1}
Performance and Years of Education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and COWAT Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>.57***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>.59***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWAT</td>
<td>.52**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** \( p < .001 \)

*** \( p < .0001 \)

Individual Pearson Product Moment Correlations were calculated for COWAT\textsubscript{1} scores compared to years of education, VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ scores. The COWAT\textsubscript{1} scores were found to
be significantly correlated with years of education ($r = .45, p < .001$). In addition, COWAT1 scores were significantly correlated with scores on the VIQ ($r = .69, p < .0001$), PIQ ($r = .55, p < .001$), and FSIQ ($r = .68, p < .0001$). Table 5 shows the correlates of COWAT1 scores with the above variables.

Table 5

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients Between COWAT1, Performance and Years of Education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and COWAT Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>.43&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>.57***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>.59***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWAT</td>
<td>.52&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

" p < .001
*** p < .0001

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the BNT1 scores for the normal group, the pre-operative BNT scores for the L-TLE group ($M = 46.13, SD = 13.64$) and the R-TLE group ($M = 49.64, SD = 14.84$). The ANOVA showed a significant difference between the groups on this measure [$F(2,101) = 44.72, p < .001$]. Tukey-HSD post-hoc comparisons
revealed that the normal subjects performed significantly better on the BNT than either the L-TLE subjects or the R-TLE subjects. Additionally, the Tukey-HSD revealed that the R-TLE groups performance on the BNT was superior to that of the L-TLE group.
CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

The results of the present study are consistent with the first hypothesis that the BNT and VNT have a high test re-test reliability. In other words, both the BNT and the VNT demonstrate temporal stability over a two month period. This stability implies that either the BNT or VNT can be re-administered in order to monitor changes in naming ability over time without undue concern for practice effects.

This finding has important implications for several different populations. For instance, in monitoring the progress of individuals who have suffered a cerebral vascular accident or traumatic brain injury resulting in aphasic disturbances, any improvement on re-administration of the BNT or VNT (with at least 2 months separating administrations) would indicate improvement in the aphasic disturbance and not simply represent a practice effect.

The demonstrated temporal stability of the BNT and VNT is particularly important with regards to individuals suffering L-TLE in which anoma is a common disturbance. Repeated administration of the BNT or VNT can be used to monitor the severity of the anoma over two month intervals in these individuals. This is particularly relevant for those individuals who have increasing seizure frequency. Increased seizure frequency is related to further brain
pathology (Adams & Victor, 1993). Both the BNT and VNT could be used to infer changes in degree of pathology by monitoring the severity of anomia.

Moreover, administration of the BNT or VNT at pre- and post-temporal resection surgery intervals can serve to gauge the outcome of the surgery. Specifically, the good test re-test reliability of these measures allows theclinician to infer that equivalent performance on the BNT or VNT at pre- and post-surgery intervals is interpretable as no change in degree of anomia following the acute post-surgical phase. Previously, it could not be stated that equivalent performance indicated no change in anomia due to the possibility that re-administration of these measures may produce a practice effect. If this were indeed the case, then equivalent performance would have potentially indicated an increase in anomic disturbance due to the failure of the individual to demonstrate a significant practice effect.

The temporal stability of the BNT and VNT also has implications when monitoring the effects of temporal lobe resection on language functioning as a whole. Specifically, given that naming ability is considered the most vulnerable aspect of language functioning, a minimal change (less than the standard error of measure for the test) in performance on the BNT or VNT would suggest that language functioning as a whole was not further disturbed as a result of surgery.

Scores on COWAT₁ were found to be significantly correlated with scores on COWAT₂. Hence, the present study
demonstrates. Excellent test re-test reliability for the COWAT. This implies that, like the BNT and VNT, the COWAT can be used to monitor changes in verbal fluency over time without undue concern about practice effects.

As discussed in the Introduction, the study by Axelrod, Ricker & Cherry (1994) demonstrated a high correlation between the BNT and the VNT in a population of mixed clinical patients. The results of the present study confirm the second hypothesis that performance on the BNT and VNT will be highly correlated in a sample of neurologically intact subjects. This finding implies that administration of both the BNT and VNT as part of a neuropsychological battery would be redundant since, the BNT and the VNT appear to measure the same function. Additionally, this finding suggests that the BNT and the VNT can be used alternately when monitoring temporal changes in naming ability for reasons discussed above. However, using the BNT and VNT in this manner must be done with some caution since the interpretation of scores (whether the performance is impaired, borderline, etc.) for the two tests differs somewhat. For example, the same numerical score interpreted as low average on the BNT may be interpreted as borderline on the VNT. If the two tests are being used alternatively the clinician or researcher should take this into account.

An estimate of VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ were considered important due to the high correlation of these scores with performance on the BNT (Thompson & Heaton, 1989). The V-BD
dyad has been shown to correlate highly with the WAIS-R FSIQ (.91) and has an excellent split-half reliability coefficient of .94 (Silverstein, 1982). According to Kaufman (1990), the V-BD dyad is ideal for use in research where group performance is more important than an individual's precise score. As mentioned above, several studies have demonstrated that BNT performance is significantly predicted by FSIQ, VIQ, PIQ, and education (Thompson & Heaton, 1989; Hawkins et al., 1993). The nature of the relationship between these variables and the BNT was not hypothesized in the present paper. Individual Pearson Product Moment Correlations indicated that all four variables are significantly correlated with BNT performance. This confirms the relationship reported by Thompson and Heaton (1989) and Hawkins et al. (1993) that years of education and VIQ, PIQ and FSIQ scores predict performance on the BNT. It is interesting to note that standard regression analysis was non-significant with regard to the predictability of BNT scores on the basis of FSIQ, VIQ, PIQ or years of education. COWAT scores were found to significantly predict BNT performance. However, individual correlations demonstrated that the COWAT was more highly correlated with years of education, VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ than was BNT performance. Therefore, years of education, VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ did not add any predictability to the regression beyond that contributed by COWAT scores. Hence, these variables failed to be significant in the regression
analysis even though they correlate significantly with BNT performance.

Similarly, individual Pearson Product Moment Correlations between the VNT and years of education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and COWAT scores demonstrated significant correlation coefficients. Benton and Hamsher (1994) have previously demonstrated that years of education significantly predicts VNT performance. Likewise, the current study demonstrates that VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ all predict VNT performance. A standard regression analysis using education, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and COWAT scores to predict VNT performance was significant. However, the analysis revealed that none of the independent variables significantly contributed to predicting scores on the VNT. Individual Pearson Product Moment Correlation's revealed that scores on the COWAT were more highly correlated with education, VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ than was VNT performance. Therefore, years of education, VIQ, PIQ, and FSIQ did not significantly contribute to the regression beyond the predictability of COWAT scores. Hence, these variables failed to be significant in the regression analysis while they significantly correlate with VNT performance.

Thompson and Heaton (1988) reported the Thurstone Fluency test to be significantly correlated to BNT performance. The current study utilized the COWAT as a measure of verbal fluency. Consistent with the findings of Thompson and Heaton, the COWAT was found to be significantly
correlated with BNT performance. This finding is consistent with the expectation the one’s verbal fluency has an impact upon BNT performance (Thompson and Heaton, 1988). In the current study, COWAT scores and VNT scores were also significantly correlated. Hence, verbal fluency also impacts upon one’s performance on the VNT.

As hypothesized in the current study, the R-TLE group demonstrated significantly superior performance on the BNT as compared to the L-TLE group. Contrary to what was predicted, the R-TLE group performed worse on the BNT compared to the normal subjects. The former finding confirms the finding of Myeux et al. (1980) who reported superior performance of R-TLE subjects to that of L-TLE subjects on the 85-item BNT. Similarly, Howell et al. (1994) demonstrated significantly higher scores on a non-standardized administration of the BNT for R-TLE subjects compare to L-TLE subjects. Secondly, as predicted, the normal subjects performed significantly better on the BNT compared to the L-TLE group. This finding further supports the contention made by Blaxton and Bookheimer (1993) that left temporal foci are associated with naming deficits.

Naming a specific object in response to a visual stimulus requires a complex system of cerebral associations. Butters and Brody (1969) have suggested that integration of sensory information occurs in the parietal lobe and specifically the left angular gyrus. It has been further suggested by Gross (1973) that connections between this
association area in the parietal lobe and the left inferior temporal lobe are required for the retrieval of memories or in this case words from one's lexical repository. EEG studies have shown that individuals with left temporal lobe epilepsy predominantly have lesions in the left inferior lobe (Lothman & Collins, 1989). The findings of the current study and those by Mayeux et al. (1980) and Howell et al. (1994) confirm the notion that the left inferior temporal lobe is, in part, responsible for retrieval of words to visually presented stimulus.

Contrary to the stated hypothesis, there were significant differences between the BNT performance of the normal group compared to the R-TLE group. Specifically, the normal group performed significantly better than the R-TLE group on the BNT. There are two possible reasons for this finding. First, it suggests that individuals suffering right temporal lobe epilepsy experience some language deficits and/or other cognitive inefficiencies that result in reduced naming ability as compared to normal individuals but superior naming ability compared to individuals with left temporal lobe epilepsy. This is supported by the supposition the naming ability is considered the most vulnerable of language functions and thus could potentially be affected by any neurological pathology or cognitive inefficiency. In addition, research by Falconer (1971) suggests that uncontrolled (or irritable) seizures in one temporal pole may result in the development of a
contralateral lesion. Therefore, the subjects in the R-TLE group may also suffer from less severe lesions in the left temporal lobe. The presents of these lesions would undoubtedly result in poorer performance on the BNT compared to normal subjects.

Secondly, the difference in mean education levels between the R-TLE group and the normal group may partially account for the inferior performance of the former group compared to the normal subjects. This is supported by the high correlation between education and BNT performance reported by Thompson and Heaton (1989). Further research matching normal subjects and R-TLE subjects for education, VIQ and PIQ would help determine which of the two above possibilities is correct. Differences in level of education would account for the above finding, if the BNT performance on a neurologically intact group of subjects was found not to be significantly different from that of a R-TLE group matched for years of education.

Lack of an adequate pool of TLE subjects who received the VNT prevented an examination of VNT performance over the three groups. Given the high correlation between the BNT and VNT it is likely that the results of such an analysis would be comparable to that found on the BNT. This could be confirmed by future studies using VNT scores.

Summary

In summary, the present study has demonstrated that an normal individual’s performance on the BNT, VNT and COWAT
should be stable over time (2 month interval). This supports the use of these tests to monitor changes in naming ability (BNT and VNT) and verbal fluency (COWAT) over time, without undue concern about practice effects. This finding is particularly important in regard to the current use of the BNT and VNT at both pre- and post- temporal lobe resection surgery intervals.

Corresponding to the hypothesis, the BNT and VNT were shown to have excellent intertest agreement in a neurologically intact population. This indicates that the two tests a measuring the same function. In addition, the BNT and the VNT could be used on separate occasions to monitor changes in naming ability.

The superior BNT performance of the normal subjects and the R-TLE group compared to the L-TLE group confirms those findings of Mayeux et al. (1973) and Hermann et al. (1992). Furthermore, this substantiates suggestions that the left inferior temporal lobe is in part responsible for naming in response to a visual stimulus.

The inferior BNT performance of the R-TLE subjects compared to the normal groups suggests that right temporal lobe epilepsy may impact upon naming ability. However, this impact is not as severe as seen in individuals with left temporal lobe epilepsy. This finding may also be a function of differences in mean education between the normal subjects and the R-TLE subjects.
Suggestions for Future Research

The current study has dealt with the test re-test reliability and concurrent validity of the BNT and VNT. There are a lack of studies addressing the content, predictive or ecological validity of the BNT or VNT and hence these are areas where future research should be concentrated.

With the current finding that re-administration of the BNT or VNT does not result in a significant practice effect in normal subjects, pre- and post-surgery scores on these tests should be examined. Such a study would highlight the effects of temporal lobe resection surgery on an individual naming ability.
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APPENDIX "A"

ADMINISTRATION OF THE BNT

Physically, the BNT consists of a top spiral bound booklet containing 60 line drawings of items arranged in order of difficulty from 'bed' to 'abacus'. The administration begins halfway through the booklet at card 30 which is a harmonica. The patient is shown the harmonica and simply asked "What is this?" This question can be repeated for each picture, but this occurs rarely since most subjects quickly catch onto the task requirements. Each card presentation has three conditions. The first is the non-cued condition in which the patient's task is to identify the item without the use of a cue. A stimulus cue is provided only if the patient's response reflects a misperception (e.g., answers lion for sphinx) or a lack of recognition (e.g., responds: "I don't know" or does not respond). The stimulus cues are supplied for the examiner on the scoring sheet and briefly describe the item. For example, the stimulus cue for Hammock is "this is something you sleep in." The patient has twenty seconds to respond during the stimulus cued condition (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub 1983).

If the response during the non-cued condition indicates recognition but there is difficulty retrieving the item name (e.g., responds by saying "I know what that is, I just can't think of the name" or "It starts with a T" etc.) then the
examiner should proceed directly to the phonemic cue condition. The phonemic cue is also provided on the scoring sheet and usually involves supplying the patient with the first phoneme of the item. For example, the phonemic cue for hammock is "it starts with the sound Ha." Again the patient has twenty seconds to provide the correct answer during the phonemic cued condition. The item is considered a failure if the patient cannot produce the correct name. After six consecutive failures the test is discontinued (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub 1983).

The subject is required to correctly name the first eight items. If an item is missed in the first eight cards presented (numbers 30-38), the examiner reverts to card 29 and begins working backwards until there are 8 consecutive correct responses (e.g., responses 28 through 36 are correct) at which point the examiner returns to the card following the failed item. When scoring the BNT, all items which were correctly named during either the non-cued condition or the stimulus cued condition receive a score of one point. The items below card thirty which are not administered are given one point each. All the points are summed to produce the final score. The highest possible score is 60. Items correctly named during the phonemic cue condition, while not considered failures, do not receive points and hence are not reflected in the overall score (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub 1983).
APPENDIX "B"

PERFORMANCE CORRELATES OF THE BNT

Pearson correlation between BNT scores and other measures
(Thompson & Heaton, 1989 pg. 186).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>85 item</th>
<th>60 item</th>
<th>Form I</th>
<th>Form II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85 item</td>
<td>72.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>.96***</td>
<td>.92***</td>
<td>.95***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 item</td>
<td>52.7 (5.5)</td>
<td>.96***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.92***</td>
<td>.95***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form I</td>
<td>35.4 (4.4)</td>
<td>.92***</td>
<td>.92***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.84***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form II</td>
<td>35.2 (4.5)</td>
<td>.95***</td>
<td>.95***</td>
<td>.84***</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>42.3 (14.7)</td>
<td>.30*</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>13.3 (3.1)</td>
<td>.47***</td>
<td>.50***</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.53***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR</td>
<td>1.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>-.49***</td>
<td>-.56***</td>
<td>-.59***</td>
<td>-.50***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R Voc.</td>
<td>9.6 (2.8)</td>
<td>.81***</td>
<td>.79***</td>
<td>.74***</td>
<td>.80***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia errors</td>
<td>6.0 (4.8)</td>
<td>-.42**</td>
<td>-.43**</td>
<td>-.48***</td>
<td>-.39***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurstone Fluency</td>
<td>44.8 (18.8)</td>
<td>.46***</td>
<td>.45***</td>
<td>.45***</td>
<td>.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>99.1 (14.0)</td>
<td>.74***</td>
<td>.74***</td>
<td>.68***</td>
<td>.73***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>96.3 (15.4)</td>
<td>.55***</td>
<td>.59***</td>
<td>.55***</td>
<td>.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIQ</td>
<td>97.6 (14.6)</td>
<td>.72***</td>
<td>.73***</td>
<td>.67***</td>
<td>.71***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05  
** p < .01  
*** p < .001
APPENDIX "C"

ADMINISTRATION OF THE VNT

The stimulus material consists of a booklet of ten pictures, a pen or stylus, and the scoring sheet. Typically, the subject is required to name the whole picture (e.g. elephant) then to name some specific details of the picture (e.g. ears). In this way 30 naming responses are elicited using only 10 different pictures (the BNT used 30 pictures). The test begins with Picture A-Stimulus 1 (elephant). Using a pen or stylus, the examiner points to the stimulus and says "Tell me the name of this" or asks "What do you call this?" Once the response is given, the examiner then points to a detail of the picture and asks "What is the name of this part of the item (elephant)?" (Benton & Hamsher, 1994 pg. 3).

If at any time the subject fails to respond, the examiner repeats the question. If the subject has failed to respond and there is uncertainty about his/her visual perception of the picture or detail the examiner may say "You can't give the name, but can you tell something about it?" If appropriate to the item, this command can be replaced by "What do you do with this?" "What is it used for?" or "Do you know what it is?" (Benton & Hamsher, 1994 pg. 3).

Approximately 10 seconds are allowed for each response. However, if the patient is still attempting to produce an
answer, is giving successive answers, or is distracted/confused then an additional 5 seconds may be given. If the subject produces the correct answer during this additional 5 seconds it is noted on the record sheet (Benton & Hamsher, 1994).

All responses are recorded verbatim including any misarticulations. Lack of response and unrecognizable responses are considered errors and do not receive points. Likewise, any semantic substitutions or descriptions of the characteristics or functions of the item without the name are also considered to be errors. However, if the subject has an articulation disturbance (e.g. dysarthria) or has deviant pronunciation for cultural reasons (e.g. foreign accent, dialectic speech) any misarticulation which resembles the proper articulation of the item is considered correct. In contrast, if there are no apparent pronunciation or articulation deficits, any misarticulation is scored as an error. Obviously these exceptions introduce a subjective aspect to the scoring of the VNT.

Two points are awarded for each correct response. Unlike the BNT, more than one response may be correct. Acceptable alternatives are listed in the manual along with the standard correct answers.
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